Your Secrets
are Safe with Tiger®

The more important the message,
the greater the outside interest
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Who needs strong voice encryption?
n

Heads of state

n

Ministers

n

Officials

n

Ambassadors

n

Military personnel

n

Security service

If you have the need to verbally convey highly
sensitive information, the risk of its interception
by others will always exist. As the leakage of
sensitive information can have devastating
consequences, a totally reliable voice encryptor
is an indispensable tool.
Why Tiger?
n

Secure phone conversations wherever you are

n

Easy-to-use

n

Certified by EU and NATO

n

Tiger users in more than half of all EU
member states

Tiger is ideally suited to function in today’s
mobile, intrusive, fast moving world. The
common denominator for our Tiger users is that
they have regulations for handling of security
classified information and demands for approved
security products. The beauty of Tiger lies in its
unprecedented simplicity, mobility and flexibility
that combines ease of operation with the highest
level of security.
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Wherever you are – your secrets are safe with Tiger®.

Communicate securely –
wherever you are
Security can be compromised and

Mobility and flexibility at One

inadequate telecom infrastructure

infringed upon in everyday situations.

Tiger is also unique in that it not only

invariably have no other option than to

Using Tiger is straightforward, meaning

enables secure operation from fixed

communicate via satellite. With Tiger,

that it doesn’t and shouldn’t affect or

locations such as the office or home, but

telephone calls can be relayed and

compromise the way you work or live.

also while on the move via digital networks

protected via the satellite system providing

Secure calls and faxes are made with ease.

such as GSM, ISDN, Internet Protocol

the best coverage – securely and safely.

Teleconferences are conducted without
difficulty, file transfers performed, and

(IP), and satellite communications – yet
still maintaining the same high level

Trustworthy and transparent

As part of our commitment to complete

classified computer networks remotely and

of security.

readily accessed. All of this can be carried

Trusted since the 90’s

in-house service, support and training

Tiger has been in use with an satisfied

facilities. The creation and development of

international clientele since the nineties.

strong, long-term relationships with our

Experience has taught us that user

customers based on transparency and trust

demands vary widely in terms of usage.

ensure you get the best out of your

out in a totally secure environment with
Tiger using both standard telephone lines
and digital communication networks.

For example, government ministers,
ambassadors and military personnel
operating in areas with

Life Cycle Management, Sectra provides

product and enable you to communicate
securely – wherever you are.
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Our commitment to the utilization and
incorporation of cutting-edge technology
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level of security for the encryption of
phone calls. The latest generation of Tiger
products, Tiger XS, qualifies as the only
personal voice encryptor approved by the
EU for the protection of both fixed and
high security level SECRET UE. The
credentials of this already unique encryptor
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are further endorsed by the fact that the
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Tiger XS is also certified by NATO for
telecommunications at the security
classification level NATO SECRET,
thereby making life simpler and more
secure for our European customers
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Tiger XS is the only voice
encryptor certified by both EU
and NATO up to and including
the high security level SECRET.
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Unique and double-approved
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An expanding circle of Tiger users

Characteristics such as flexibility and
reliability render Tiger suitable for a
wide range of secure communication
application demands as reflected in an
increasing number of customer groups.

An Encryptor you can trust

In addition to solutions for civilian security
applications, we have been involved in the
research and development of crypto
products for defense requirements and the

The personal encryptor Tiger XS is widely

Tiger XS has evolved from previous

used and popular among civil servants and

NATO-approved Sectra products.

government officials. Tiger XS is also

European armed forces, battle groups and

increasingly favoured by discerning

peace keeping operations can be found

decision makers who need to protect their

amongst our references. Tiger XS has also

communications with strong security

received NATO approval for the protection

solutions. Tiger products are already in use

of fixed and mobile telecommunications.

in more than half of all EU member states.
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Tiger products are used in more than half of all EU member states.

Tiger XS facts
Services

Encrypted phone calls, encrypted data
transfers, encrypted fax, encrypted SMS and
encrypted teleconferencing

Security level

Approved up to and including level SECRET.
Certified by the EU [SECRET UE] and NATO
[NATO SECRET].

Network connectivity

Standard telephone lines, digital networks
(GSM, ISDN, IP) and satellite systems

Standby time

Active Bluetooth – 24 hours
Power save mode – 150 hours

Talk time, Bluetooth

7 hours

Power supply

Integrated rechargeable (Li-Polymer)

Dimensions

118 x 68 x 22 mm

Weight

130 g

Your Secrets are Safe with Tiger®

Sectra protects European communications

Sectra develops, markets and supports products
for secure voice and data communication. Our
customers are primarily government authorities
and defense departments in Europe with
stringent demands on communications security.
We have a solid core expertise in encryption
technology and qualify as one of the world’s
foremost specialists in the design and
development of secure communications systems.
Sectra Tiger products are in use in more than
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